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generally speaking, on the basis of the artist’s recourse to an intuition shared locally, if not
universally.
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The Guardian “Australian Aboriginal prisoner 'cooked to death' in van”
15.06.09
A coroner has found that an Aboriginal man was "cooked to death" after he spent
four hours in the back of a security van in searing heat with no air conditioning as it
drove across the goldfields of south-west Australia.  The 46-year-old Aboriginal elder
suffered third degree burns after collapsing in the heat and falling to the floor of the
van while it travelled 250 miles from Laverton to Kalgoorlie in 47C heat.  Ward, whose
first name cannot be used because of an Aboriginal cultural prohibition that forbids
relatives from naming their dead, had been arrested a day earlier in January 2008 for
drink driving.
He was given 600ml (one pint) of water before boarding the van but the
coroner found he died before he could finish drinking it.  His body temperature was
so high that when he arrived unconscious at Kalgoorlie hospital, medical staff could
not cool his body down, despite giving him an ice bath.  He also had a cut on his head
from falling in the van and a third-degree burn to his stomach from lying on the
vehicle's hot metal floor.  The West Australian coroner, Alistair Hope, found that Ward
was effectively "cooked" to death and heavily criticised the state prisons department,
the private security firm that operated the van and the two guards who escorted
Ward.
"It is a disgrace that a prisoner in the 21st century, particularly a prisoner who
has not been convicted of any crime, was transported for a long distance in high
temperatures," Hope said.  The security guards, who did not check to see if he
needed a toilet break, food or water, had breached their duty of care.
Even when they heard a thud in the back of the van they failed to check properly and
instead threw water on Ward through the chained-up inner door, the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation's Four Corners programme reported.  Hope also
questioned the reliability of the security guards' evidence and suggested possible
collusion, prompting the company that provides the transport service, GSL, to
suspend them from duty.
It has been almost 20 years since a royal commission raised the alarm of the
widespread lack of care for Australian indigenous prisoners.  The 1987 commission
noted the disproportionately high number of Aboriginal Australians who were
incarcerated and recommended measures to address the problem.  Yet in 2005 a
government survey revealed that, while Aborigines comprised 2-3% of the population,
































































































































































































2 My thanks to Steffi Sachsenmaier for her drawing my attention to Goldberg’s work.
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I'm not corroopt!
© Steve Bell, the guardian, Tuesday 12 May 2009 
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These little piggies said their prayers 
© Steve Bell, the guardian, Tuesday 26 May 2009
We feel it! He is near!
© Steve Bell the guardian, Wednesday 27 May 2009 
We believe! We believe!
© Steve Bell, the guardian, Thursday 28 May 2009
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system which arguably took on its own momentum when Tony Blair took the country into
a war judged by many to be illegal, might well not have much  to contribute to discussions
in  this particular place of boom and bust, unless we are talking in  more general
speculative terms about the impact of political crises or – as I prefer ‐ crises of knowledge
on art‐making, or, more narrowly, on the production of “new performance work”. 
The notion of “impact on”, however, or that work might on the other hand be
“informed by” forces in the wider social context, should, following my earlier observations
and argument, be viewed as far from straightforward: a little like “influenced by”, “impact
on” tends to be difficult to quantify and qualify either from within the state of crisis, or
from the position of spectating, after new work has been produced.    Yet there are certain
instances of work made where it is difficult to deny “impact”.  Remaining explicitly in the
position of spectating with the conditions specific to the aftermath of the Blair
government’s invasion of Iraq, and the correspondingly outrageous issue of Blair’s
appointment as an emissary of peace to the  Middle East, in mind, I want to close with this
particular instance of vivid compression that takes others’ experience to unfold in full. 
The BBC, in a recently‐acquired “wisdom” derived from threatened cuts in
funding decided not to produce Churchill’s short piece as a radio play, justifying their
decision by calling for balance.  The upshot, interestingly enough, was that this most
modest of playwrights has joined the list of BBC‐banned writers.  As a consequence, a
controversial video production of the piece was made by The Guardian, and posted on the
newspaper’s website on 25 April, where by last week it had achieved more than 20,000
downloads.  One might argue that it has thereby reached an audience that theatre
productions often fail to reach; it promotes the notion that political intervention of an
other than conservative kind can be undertaken by a mainstream newspaper and its online
site, and I would argue that it thereby articulates the notion that crises of these kinds –
such as the war crimes of Tony Blair’s government, will tend to be lived widely, and to
make themselves plain, even through displacement.
Susan Melrose
Perth, Australia, July 2009.
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